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The perfect handbag for a sophisticated woman who loves beautiful…and prestigious things!!!!
A genuine python handbag is a product of considerable distinction. This type of skin, in our
opinion, can be considered the most sophisticated and exquisite of all the exotic leathers.
Python skin is known for its color variations and for its elasticity; it is the warmest leather of the
season and ideal for the manufacture of many luxury goods. You simply must try it for yourself!
Our inspiration for this line of handbags comes from a wish to give you the feelings of security,
protection and indulgence. Let yourself be pampered by the gentle and delicate caress of the snakeskin. Soft and smooth on your skin it is not just a wonderful tactile experience but also melts away
tension, freeing you from inhibitions and stress; what is more, its extraordinary contact with your
skin gives you back your good humour and love of life. All these wonderful attributes are only
guaranteed by the softest, finest and most prized leathers of exceptional quality.
Genuine python skin is incredibly soft to the touch and the subtle shades of color and mood that
characterize it make its leather products irresistible.
Python skin is extremely resilient and becomes even more beautiful with the passage of time, its
scales open naturally, the leather becomes even softer and shapes itself more exactly to the bag.
There is no doubt that a python skin bag improves with age, and instead of losing its natural beauty
over time, it is perfected, so that we can appreciate the true beauty of this prized skin only over the
years.
There is a huge range of colors of python skin available to create handbags, from the simplest to the
most elaborate model.
One example is Indian python skin, a very refined leather that demands a more complex finishing
process. It undergoes a special coloring process, or rather is skilfully painted. Expert artists
carefully hand-paint the skin to achieve this very particular decoration technique.. As every python
skin is individually hand-painted, no one bag made from the leather will be the same as another.
The final polishing of the leather gives it its pleasing sheen.
Our brand is recognised around the world as a guarantee of quality in supplying handbags and
accessories made from genuine python skins. Our products are made from only the finest and most
select python skins to guarantee our customers elegance and exclusivity.
To supply the leather for our handbags we have carefully chosen a very prestigious tannery, which
has been renowned world-wide for years, for its production of reptile and exotic skins. The goal of
this company is to create leather suitable for manufacturing the most exclusive leather goods in the
world, without any compromise being made in the production process, using the best possible
techniques that technology puts at their disposal.
Our bags are completely made and colored by hand and every single detail is produced here in Italy,
in a small town called Fucecchio, near Florence. Each item is crafted by artisans with the utmost
care and expertise, which has been handed down from generation to generation.
Our craftsmen are completely professional and experienced in their work and their primary aim is to
create a 'jewel', that will capture the customer's imagination and make them feel special and
attractive.
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Python skin is adapted to making all different sorts of bags, from small evening bags to larger and
more capacious ones. Among all the varieties of python, you are bound to find just the right one for
your life-style and budget.
Our python handbags are extremely well-finished and elegant, perfect for the sophisticated and
youthful woman, who wants to feel attractive and at ease in every situation. The leather is
incredibly soft to the touch and the subtle shades of color and mood that characterize it make its
leather products irresistible. It is of a very high quality. Each bag is lined with genuine calf skin,
furnished with a carefully finished pocket for small documents, a useful cell phone pocket and
another pocket containing a practical and elegant pocket mirror.
Our python handbags are designed by well-known, prestigious designers, who take into account the
needs and aspirations of women, without compromising on the style and pure elegance of their
creations. Their names are known world over for their perfect style and for their association with
the top Italian fashion houses.
Each exclusive bag from our collection is created with a particular type of woman in mind:
• Our classical python handbags suit a sophisticated, cultured and elegant woman, who prefers a
classic and comfortable handbag, which makes her feel confident and at ease in every moment of
her life.
• Our fashion python handbags are also sophisticated and prestigious but they have been created
for a youthful woman, who has a dynamic and modern style but still wants the elegance which
characterizes our brand. Our fashion python handbag line includes the newest and most original
handbags from our latest collection, made from the softest leathers in the most innovative colours,
from light and subtle to bold and bright.
• Our python handbag collection also has a range of wide and practical handbags, which are
perfect in every situation, for a day out shopping or for work. They are capacious and very
comfortable with plenty of room to accommodate everything a woman needs for peace of mind and
ease.
• We have also created a range of bags similar to the Organizer, which every woman can use to
carry important documents, certificates or anything else work-related! In creating this kind of
Organizer Bag we have aimed at uniting elegance with practicality, so that every woman can
combine sophistication with her professional life.
• Our python handbag collection also includes small handbags and evening bags, made in small
dimensions to suit special evenings, meetings, ceremonies and for every event where elegance is a
MUST! They are embellished with pearls, gemstones, small chains and buckles and celebrate the
utmost refinement of our products and their perfect manufacture!
Our company offers you a wide selection of python handbags and accessories, so that you can
easily find the exact match for your personality and needs, a handbag made to measure for you!
Every detail is thoroughly checked and each bag or belt comes with this certificate of guarantee,
which confirms the high quality of our genuine python products.
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Guarantee: The manufacturer attests that this item has been made from genuine python skin,
imported under adherence to the international laws which protect the species under the control of
CITES ( Washington Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species).

All of the above are top-quality genuine python leathers and come from just one type of python
skin.
However there are differences between them, which come from the differing coloring processes that
the skins undergo.
Trapper Python skin is usually tinted with delicate and subtle natural colors. It is less heavily
worked than Indian Python, which undergoes, on the other hand, a stronger coloring process to
achieve bold, decisive colors like orange, deep yellow, bright red and so on…
Because of this different coloring process Indian Python leather is usually more expensive than
Trapper Python, but also more original and striking.
Decolored Python skin is a very soft python skin, which undergoes a special decoloring process.
That means that this python skin is deprived of its natural shades to assume an homogeneous color
which can be WHITE or CREAM, as you can see from the photos above. The color is unique, and
this gives the handbag or the accessory a further touch of elegance and refinement.
"MILLENNIUM" Python skin is the very latest python skin created by our Italian tanneries this
year. It has just come on the market and is already having great success all around the world. It is a
very prestigious python skin which undergoes a special colouring process and treatment to give it
an exceptional color. This color is very soft, similar to beige and is enriched by gold highlights,
giving the product a further touch of elegance and sophistication. The leather is very soft and of
highest quality, so that every handbag and every accessory made with it, is even more attractive and
precious.
Each one of these is a very soft leather of extremely high quality, and is personally hand-crafted in
the very best Italian tanneries by our experienced and skilled Italian artisans, following the
traditions of genuine Italian craftsmanship and the style that comes from being 'Made in Italy'.
Every bag made in genuine python skin comes with a CITES certificate, a special document that is
proof of the provenance of the python skin, the work processes and every stage of manufacture that
it has been through. It also guarantees the quantity of leather used in making the python handbag
and is an essential document to export python goods to countries outside the EU(European Union).
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